Looking for thoughts.. 7 month old pup... obviously issues... 😞 ever seen anything like this with parents ofa/hips excellent? I guess anything can happen? 😊
So sorry!

Wow there isn’t even a socket per say. I had an Aussie Bitch that was severe on left rear. She lived a great life it didn’t really bother her unless one of the dogs plowed into her playin’ and boy would she go after them. She was placed with a guy that took her everywhere with him canoeing, Camping she swam a lot pretty sure that helped.

You don’t just look at the parents, you need to look at what is behind them and what they have thrown. I have learnt this awhile ago.

Desaster! So sorry for the puppy

Wow! Sorry!!

Yes, personally twice once in a 7 month old Show Bred English Springer Spaniel, once in a 16 week old Field Bred English Springer Spaniel. The SB was linebred, the FB a total outcross. Both had very strong hip histories for generations as well as siblings of the parents. As breeders we try to do everything we can to produce healthy puppies, unfortunately it’s one of those sh*t happens things. Hope you can help the pup in coordination with a good Ortho Vet.

The mating of healthy parents just reduces probability the development of dysplasia in puppies, but does not exclude the development of this disease. Even after several generations of healthy parents, you can not give a guarantee to any puppy. In addition, the lifestyle, physical form, nutrition, strength of ligaments and muscles have a greater impact on the development of joints.

Elizabeth O’Grady Awful so sorry 😢
Tammy Jo Boudreau English Labrador, imported due to vaccination regulations we had to wait till he was a little over 4 months before we received him... our home has wood floors with big throw rugs... he has been somewhat babied ... crated when not home.. although outside romps to the creek... daily..
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Look for Imbedding coefficient as well as hips rate of his mother and dad full brother as well as puppy older sibling. Before buying. And yes ofa excellent parent can give a bad hips sometimes.
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Someone in his 4 first generation will give you a red flag. coefficient of inbreeding should be less than 4%